Abstract-Recent developments in the standardisation of High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) have shown that the block-wise activation/deactivation of a colour transform can significantly improve the compression performance. This coding tool is based on a fixed colour space which is either YCgCo in lossy compression mode or YCgCo-R in the lossless mode.
I. INTRODUCTION
The success of image-compression methods depends on, aside from other aspects, the exploitation of correlations between the colour components. In the course of the standardisation of HEVC [1] , several tools have been proposed for this purpose. The two most effective tools are cross-component prediction (CCP, [2] ) and adaptive colour transform (ACT, [3] ). During the rate-distortion optimisation, the latter checks after the prediction stage for each transform unit (TU) whether the coding of this predictive residual would benefit from the colour transform. If yes, then the unit is converted to another colour space before it is further processed. In the lossy compression mode, the colour space is YCgCo, in lossless mode it is YCgCo-R [4] , [5] .
The big advantage of a block-wise activation of the colour space conversion becomes especially obvious for images with mixed content. These images consist not only of cameracaptured content but also contain synthetic data like diagrams, flow charts, text etc. In synthetic regions, transforming the data into a colour space like YCgCo often has an adverse effect and it should be disabled.
In combination with lossless compression methods for still image coding (JPEG-LS [6] , JPEG2000 [7] ), it could be shown that the adaptive selection of the colour space benefits the compression results ( [8] - [10] ) and a procedure for the automatic selection had been proposed [8] .
This paper proposes a low-complexity method for the automatic determination of a suitable colour space in the context of lossless HEVC and shows the benefits for the compression performance. Only seven bits overhead are required for signalling the selection. In addition the investigations are extended towards lossy compression.
The outline is as follows: Section II presents the basics of reversible and irreversible colour transforms. Section III-A explains the implementation details with respect to the automatic selection and the modification to the anchor system. The investigations and the results are discussed in Section IV. A summary is given in Section V.
II. BASICS OF COLOUR TRANSFORMS
This section briefly explains the theoretical background of colour-space conversions and introduces the colour spaces that have been used in the investigations.
The idea of changing the colour space from RGB to something else is basically decorrelation. It is intended to decrease the signal entropy. In addition, the luminance (Y) information is separated from chrominance (UV) information, which can be of importance if these components shall be processed in a different manner.
The conversion from one colour-space to another is performed using a colour transform. It must be differentiated between reversible transforms that do not change the signal information and irreversible transforms where the information can be changed due to rounding operations.
A. Reversible colour transforms
Reversible transformations can be achieved most easily by using a lifting structure [11] . The underlying idea is to operate on a poly-phase representation of the signal to be transformed. Signal values from one phase are combined in a certain manner and added to the values of another phase. The combination is completed with rounding of these intermediate results to integer numbers (integer lifting).
The structure of the YCgCo-R transform is depicted in Figure 1 . The three signals containing the values R, G, and B can be interpreted as poly-phases of a colour signal. The rounding operations (not shown in the figure) appear directly after the multiplications with 1/2. The reversibility can simply be proven based on the corresponding equations. The forward transformation is
and the backward transformation is realised by reversing the order of equations and transforming them to the desired variable:
In [8] , another simple structure had been proposed ( Figure  2) . Using different values for α 1 , α 2 , ε taken from the set {0; 0.25; 0.5} and permutations of the RGB input, 108 different transformations can be realised, including the YCgCo-R. All derivable reversible colour spaces have in common that two of the three components show an increased bit depth. The 24-bit-input RGB signal is transformed to a 26-bit YUV signal.
This set can be supplemented by nine simple colour spaces showing not two but a single chrominance component, see [8] for details. Here, only one component requires nine bits.
B. Irreversible colour transforms
In application to lossy compression, it is not required that the colour-space conversion is reversible. Instead, it is desired to keep the original bit depth. The ACT tool of the standard HEVC uses YCgCo because of its good decorrelation properties and simple implementation
III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
A. Automatic selection During the rate-distortion optimisation procedure, the standard ACT tool processes each transform unit twice, one time without the colour-space conversion and one time using the conversion, which nearly doubles the processing costs. This approach cannot be followed if we have more than one hundred colour spaces to be tested. Instead, the entire actual frame is inspected once in order to find a suitable colour space. In principle, the approach of [8] is used with a small modification. Firstly, the frame is converted into a prediction residual using the median adaptive prediction (MAP) [13] . This simulates the fact that, in HEVC, the colour transform is applied to the prediction error. Secondly, all colour spaces are tested. The computational costs remain low, since many colour spaces share the same Y computations and UV computations and only their combination is different. While in [8] an entropy criterion had been used, our investigations showed slightly better results (with respect to the compression performance) when comparing the energies of the colour-transformed prediction residuals.
The colour space leading to the smallest energy is selected and seven bits are included in the code stream indicating the selection.
B. Modification of QP values
As the forward colour transform is not normalised, the energy of the converted prediction residual is changed when the colour-space transform is applied. In order to compensate such change for the three colour components, Zhang et al proposed in [3] to modify the quantisation parameter (QP value) in lossy compression by a certain offset. This concept must be adopted for all colour spaces used in our investigations. Table I shows the possible norms and the corresponding QP offsets (∆QP) that are chosen.
IV. INVESTIGATIONS
The effect of the adaptive selection of the colour spaces compared to the simple on/off switching of the YCgCo(-R) transform can be shown best when competing coding tools (intra-block copy, cross component prediction, palette mode) are disabled. The additional computation time for the automatic selection is negligible compared to the other processing steps. An average increase of 0.5% has been measured.
A. Test data
The investigations have been performed using 46 test images from different sources [14] . This broadens the variety compared to the limited set of sequences used in the HEVC standardisation. The set is a mixture of camera-captured data, synthetic data, and mixed content. As the proposed method do not exploit dependencies between frames, the investigations can be limited to still images.
When the original format of the images was RGB, the order of components has been changed inside HEVC to GBR using the RGBtoGBR flag in the configuration file as this is the expected order of colour components in HEVC. Table II contains the compression results in lossless mode using reversible colour spaces.
B. Lossless compression
The column on the left side contains the file name of the image. The next two columns show the percentage of pixels that are converted into the YCgCo-R colour space, when using the standard colour transform, and the corresponding size of the compressed file in bytes. For camera-captured content the percentage is typically high since it is advantageous to convert the RGB data into the YCgCo-R colour space. If YCgCo-R is not used, but an automatically selected colour space ('RCT'), then the compression result is improved for all but three images (columns under 'Automatic'). In total, the savings are 2.02%, which is impressive for such a low-complex technique. A brute force approach reveals that the automatic selection has the potential to be improved. For most images, there is a colour space that is more suitable (i.e., leads so a smaller compressed file) than the automatically chosen one, providing savings of 3.12% on average. The gap of about 1% is caused by the fact that the automatic selection tries to find an optimum for the entire frame, while the transform is finally only performed for a subset of blocks.
The test also contains data that are already in a YUV colour space. As can be derived from the listed results, these images should use a colour space that does not compute two difference signals. The colour-space number 117, for instance, corresponds to
In principle, the efforts for selecting a suitable colour space could be even dropped by limiting the number of candidates to the most promising ones. A more detailed discussion of the different colour spaces can be found in [8] .
The compression results highly correlate with the percentage of the transformed pixel. The highest difference can be seen for image 'p30 orig 1280x1600'. The YCgCo-R colour space seems not to be appropriate for this image, as only 28.66% is transformed. When using the colour-space number 115, this percentage reaches 99.93%.
C. Lossy Compression with RCT
The success of adaptive colour-space selection in lossless compression raises the question whether it also can benefit lossy compression. The application of reversible colour spaces has been tested first in combination with moderate quantisation (QP ∈ {3, 6, 9, 12}) which is close to lossless compression. Table III contains the corresponding results. It comprises again three parts: one for the standard setting using YCgCo, one for the automatic selection of a colour space, and one part showing the results for the best colour space. The investigations with automatic selection of a suitable colour space have then be extended using operation points with stronger quantisation (QP={9,12,17,22}).
1) Percentage of transformed pixels:
All three parts show the percentage of pixels that have been transformed. The values corresponding to the investigations with QP=12 have representatively been chosen. It can be seen that the percentage of transformed pixel is in almost all cases higher than in the standard setting when the best colour space is used. The percentage is generally low for the *.yuv images since their colour components have already been decorrelated and the possible improvement by another colour transforms is rare.
2) Colour spaces: The columns entitled with 'RCT' show the used reversible colour spaces. In the automatic mode, these spaces are the same as in Table II since the selection is independent on the compression mode. Aside from the RCT 117 which has already been explained in Section IV-B, the colour space 61 seems to be quite useful. It computes
3) Performance: The columns 'x/y' in the automatic mode contain the Bjøntegaard rate [15] for the three image components. Negative values indicate an improvement compared to the standard setting. For the three components of a single image, the changes are not always positive or always negative. The reason lies in the fact that the components are differently treated depending on the selected colour space.
Column 'mean' is simply the average of the three values. The investigations based on the second set of QP values show divergent results. The performance drops for the top 32 images, while it stay nearly the same for the other images.
The last three columns on the right contain the result of a brute-force test including all 118 colour spaces from [8] (including RGB). For all but one image (sc console 1920x 1080 60 8bit 444.yuv), the performance can be significantly improved by using a proper colour space.
The automatic selection obviously fails to find a suitable colour space for some images. Especially the results of the images 'feed content. . . ', 'Science Wraps. . . ', 'Screen-Shot-2013-. . . ', and 'topcategorychart. . . ' prevent a satisfying average result for the top 32 images in the automatic colourspace-selection mode.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The investigations have shown that (i) the adaptive selection of the colour space significantly improves the performance of lossless and lossy compression using HEVC compared to the simple switch-on/off mechanism used in [3] and (ii) the automatic selection of a suitable colour space is possible. However, there is still a distinct performance gap between the automatically selected colour space and the colour space that leads to maximum compression. One major reason probably is the fact that the automatic selection inspects the entire image while the rate-distortion (RD) optimisation of HEVC decides to switch off the colour-space conversion for some image blocks. It is assumed that the automatic selection could be improved if it can be qualified to mimic the RD decisions more precisely. In addition, it should be taken into account whether the compression mode is lossless or lossy, since the best colour spaces are mostly different when comparing these two modes. For input images in YUV format, one should generally consider to use colour space 117 instead of YCgCo.
One important outcome of the investigations is that the proposed method has high potential not only in lossless compression, but can benefit the compression also in the lossy mode. Future research should address the question whether it might be helpful to use irreversible counterparts for all colour spaces as it is already implemented for YCgCo-R and YCgCo.
The variety of possible colour space could be decreased by identifying the most promising ones without losing much performance. The latter could probably be increased by selecting different colour spaces for different image regions. The signalling overhead would increase not too much, when it is integrated into the existing code-block structure. 
